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Abstract

The global refugee crisis and public backlash against immigration is at an all time high – especially toward Muslims in Christian-majority countries due to the perceived association with global terrorism. Building on theories from the communications field, we propose that listening to personal narratives may be an effective strategy for mitigating negative views of immigrant outgroups. We record two personal narratives developed in collaboration with Somalis in Kenya: one highlighting the hardships refugees face, and a second highlighting shared opposition to terrorism among Muslims and Christians. Experimental data from a representative survey in Nairobi shows that both treatments have positive effects on intergroup and policy attitudes. Strikingly, the effects are generally as large or larger among those who hold more negative baseline views. In contrast to many informational interventions, personal narratives offer an effective strategy for attenuating both negative intergroup and policy attitudes that are typically considered resistant to change.
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“I will put it bluntly, it’s tough being a Somali in Kenya. Being viewed as “the other” in society, being viewed with suspicion everywhere you go, is an arduous task. For instance, I cannot go anywhere, to the shops or the mosque, without carrying my ID card. I carry it when I go jogging. I was once stopped by police while jogging in Kileleshwa, but I had my ID, otherwise I would have been arrested. My passport is full now, and I am dreading the process, and scrutiny, of applying for one.” – Abdi Latif Dahir

1

Propelled by violence, instability, and persecution, the number of refugees and immigrants is globally at an all-time high (UNHCR 2018). Public backlash toward refugee and immigrant communities is also on the rise (Dancygier & Laitin 2014; Whitaker 2017). Opposition among host-country nationals is especially acute for Muslims in Christian-majority countries due to a perceived association with Islamic terrorism (Creighton & Jamal 2015; Merolla & Zechmeister 2009). However, while a vast scholarship examines the sources of anti-immigrant sentiments (Hainmueller & Hopkins 2014), we know less about the types of interventions, especially low-cost scalable interventions, that can counter such attitudes (Paluck & Green 2009).

This study investigates one potentially powerful way to reduce negative views of immigrant outgroups – refugees, immigrants, and longtime citizens sharing their ethnicity – that together comprise marginalized communities (Dancygier & Laitin 2014; Whitaker 2017). We examine whether negative intergroup and policy attitudes towards an immigrant outgroup can be combatted through exposure to personal narratives that convey experiences or perspectives from members of the community in their own voices. Changing attitudes may be a tall order: many have noted the stickiness of political attitudes on salient issues like immigration, as well as individuals’ propensity to engage in motivated reasoning – rejecting or dismissing information that conflicts with prior views (Taber & Lodge 2006). However, according to transport theory in the communications literature (e.g., Green & Brock (2000)), personal narratives may circumvent such cognitive processes by immersing the audience in the narrative, thereby reducing the tendency to counter-argue or dismiss new information or perspectives. A related body of scholarship

1Journalist, Founder of Sahan Journal in “Take 5: Abdi Latif Dahir” The Daily Nation (online), March 3, 2017
builds on transport theory to show that “edutainment” interventions that embed educational messages in mass media programming offer an effective strategy for changing attitudes and behaviors, particularly in the public health field (Grady et al. 2019).

We investigate the power of personal narratives to reduce backlash toward immigrant outgroups by examining attitudes toward Somalis in Kenya, a marginalized community comprised of both refugees and longtime citizens. Kenya hosts one of the largest refugee populations in the world, with Somalis constituting the largest group. Advocacy organizations note that public opinion towards the Somali community, and policies aimed to benefit it, is increasingly negative due to the rise in terrorism perpetrated in Kenya by Al-Shabaab, an insurgent group based in southern Somalia (IRC 2018). Such organizations note that negative media portrayals contribute to the public association of Somalis with security threats. We confirm this supposition by analyzing media coverage in Kenya’s leading newspaper: over 75% of articles regarding Somalis mention violence and security threat. The widespread association of the Somali community with violent extremism has led to public calls, including by the president and other top officials, to close the refugee camps and repatriate hundreds of thousands of refugees despite on-going violence in Somalia.

We collaborate with members of the Somali community in Nairobi to develop two personal narratives. The first, recorded by a Somali refugee, emphasizes the challenges refugees encounter in leaving their home country, along with expressions of gratitude to the Kenyan public. The second, recorded by a Somali Kenyan (i.e., a Kenyan citizen of Somali ethnicity), conveys shared opposition to Islamic terrorism in Kenya between Muslim Somalis and Christian Kenyans. To examine their effects, we implement a survey experiment as part of a large in-person survey (n=1,112) in Nairobi in which non-Somali Kenyans are exposed to an audio recording of one of the treatments or a control condition.

We find that personal narratives affect a range of xenophobic intergroup and policy attitudes. The data show six and nine percentage point increases on composite indices of
outcome measures for the refugee hardship and anti-terror narratives, respectively, and large and substantively meaningful changes on several component items. For example, the refugee hardship narrative increased the share of refugees deemed eligible for citizenship by 7 percentage points and support for keeping Dadaab, the main camp where Somali refugees reside, open (rather than forcibly repatriating all residents) by 17 percentage points. The anti-terror narrative increased perceptions of Somalis as peaceful by 10 percentage points and led to a 14 percentage point increase in the view that Kenyan Somalis ought to remain citizens of Kenya rather than repatriated to Somalia.

We examine whether these effects are merely the result of “preaching to the choir” – that is, bolstering views among those already positively predisposed – or whether effects are also found among those who hold more negative baseline views of Somalis. We explore heterogenous effects across a range of factors associated in the literature with opposition to immigrant outgroups based on perceived cultural, economic, and security threats, as well as low inter-group contact (e.g., Dancygier & Laitin (2014); Hainmueller & Hopkins (2014)). Strikingly, treatment effects are generally as large or larger among respondents who (1) implicitly associate Somalis with violence; (2) view Somali refugees as a labor market threat; (3) perceive greater cultural dissimilarities between Muslims and Christians; and (4) have less contact with Somalis.

These positive findings contribute to a recent scholarship on low-cost, scaleable informational interventions designed to reduce backlash toward immigrant outgroups, as well as a larger literature on drivers of attitudinal change. Prior informational interventions, which convey facts, statistics, or examples, have often found limited success, especially regarding policy attitudes, and often do not explore whether effects obtain only among the positively predisposed. Further, our results relate to recent work on interpersonal
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2Correcting misperceptions on immigrant flows have had mostly null effects (e.g., Adida et al. (2018); Alesina et al. (2018); Hopkins et al. (2019)), while correcting misperceptions regarding socioeconomic characteristics of immigrant outgroups have found positive effects limited to intergroup (but not policy) attitudes (Grigorieff et al. 2018; Williamson 2019). Highlighting positive benefits or examples improves policy attitudes in some contexts (Alesina et al. 2018; Facchini et al. 2016), while pointing to positive benefits (as well as negative costs) have null or negative effects elsewhere (Getmansky et al. 2018). Related
interactions and attitudes towards transgender individuals and illegal immigrants (Kalla & Broockman 2020), which find that standard in-person canvassing bundling multiple elements — social contact, perspective-taking, correcting misperceptions, and positive arguments — is only effective in changing attitudes when canvassers and respondents exchange personal narratives and the canvasser employs non-judgmental active listening tools to the respondent’s story. Promisingly, our study shows that simply listening to a pre-recorded personal narrative from a member of an immigrant outgroup absent in-person exchanges and other intervention tools is a powerful way to counter both negative intergroup and policy attitudes, even among the negatively predisposed. Our results thus join broader research on edutainment-style narrative interventions aimed at mitigating intergroup tensions through consumption of messages embedded in narratives (Bilali & Vollhardt 2013; Grady et al. 2019; Paluck 2009). Indeed, this evidence lends support to efforts to highlight personal experiences of refugees and immigrants in the mass media (see examples in Supplemental Information (SI) A).

Second, this study expands knowledge of public attitudes towards immigrant outgroups in the Global South, which despite hosting over 80% of the world’s refugees, has received much less attention. Such attitudes need more attention due to the differing nature of Global South contexts and immigrant outgroup dynamics (e.g., Adida 2011; Hartman & Morse 2018; Whitaker 2017; Zhou 2018) and related work by Scacco & Warren (2018)). With discrimination and violence on the rise toward immigrant outgroups in the Global South (Adepoju 1982; Whitaker & Giersch 2015), it is especially important to expand scholarship in this area.

Finally, this study contributes to broader methodological efforts among political scientists to involve the actors we study in the design of research programs. This imperative is especially important for experimental interventions aimed at improving the welfare of marginalized groups (Michelitch 2018; Thachil 2018).

Studies show engaging in perspective-taking exercises boosts positive behaviors but not attitudes (Adida et al. 2018) or intergroup attitudes and vote intentions (Simonovits et al. 2018).
Combatting Backlash towards Immigrant Outgroups

A voluminous literature examines opposition to immigrant outgroups\(^3\) in the Global North, and more recently, the Global South.\(^4\) Negative views are often rooted in misperceptions about the size of immigrant outgroups, their characteristics, or the costs of providing government services – perceptions that underlie cultural, economic, or security threat (Hainmueller & Hopkins 2014). Given that host-country citizens typically have little direct contact with members of immigrant outgroups, such misperceptions are often fueled by the media, where negative portrayals predominate (Brader \textit{et al.} 2008), and in some cases are compounded by scapegoating from political leaders (Whitaker & Giersch 2015). These factors are particularly relevant to Muslims in Christian-majority countries, where the perceived association with global terrorism contributes to negative perceptions (e.g., (Creighton & Jamal 2015; Merolla & Zechmeister 2009)).\(^5\)

This study expands a burgeoning scholarship aimed at discovering whether negative attitudes towards immigrant outgroups, and policies that benefit them, can be combatted through informational interventions that have the potential to be scaled at low cost (e.g., through mass or social media).\(^6\) There is good reason for skepticism about such interventions. Political attitudes regarding salient issues like immigration are often thought to be relatively fixed and difficult to change, and cognitive biases may lead individuals

---

\(^3\)We use the term “immigrant outgroup” to refer to communities that include refugees and immigrants alongside longtime citizens that share their ethnicity and are often perceived as immigrants or foreigners by other members in society. Frequently studied immigrant outgroups include Latinos in the U.S. (e.g., Brader \textit{et al.} (2008)), and groups from former colonies in Europe (e.g., Adida \textit{et al.} (2010)).

\(^4\)Scholarship on Africa notes that in many cases immigrant outgroups trace their origin to the arbitrary borders imposed by colonial powers that routinely divided ethnic communities between two or more countries (e.g., Adida (2011); Asiwaju (2003); Hartman & Morse (2018); Zhou (2018)). Oftentimes little distinction is made between longtime citizens and recently-arrived members of the same group from neighboring countries, as with the Somali in Kenya, described below.

\(^5\)Although the link between Muslim immigrants and political violence in Christian-majority countries is thin, negative attitudes towards Muslims are often more commonplace and less subject to social desirability constraints than for other groups (Adida \textit{et al.} 2010; Creighton & Jamal 2015).

\(^6\)This study also connects to the broader literature on mitigating intergroup tensions (Paluck & Green 2009). A complementary vein of scholarship examines in-person contact, yielding mixed results on attitudinal change (e.g., Kalla & Broockman (2020); Scacco & Warren (2018)). One advantage of the treatments studied here relative to in-person interventions is that they are less demanding logistically and financially, and may thus be more scalable.
to reject or dismiss new information that runs counter to ingrained beliefs (e.g., Taber & Lodge (2006)). Moreover, prejudice toward outgroups is thought to be especially resistant to change (Grady et al. 2019; Paluck & Green 2009).

Indeed, attempts to reduce negative attitudes towards immigrant outgroups through informational interventions have had mixed success. Exposure to statistical information intended to correct misperceptions about the size of immigrant flows has yielded null results in multiple contexts (Adida et al. 2018; Alesina et al. 2018; Hopkins et al. 2019). While individuals may update their beliefs, attitudes towards immigrant outgroups remain unchanged.

Other types of information interventions have shown more promise. Exposure to statistical information that corrects misperceptions about socioeconomic characteristics – including employment status, incarceration rate, and language proficiency (Grigorieff et al. 2018) or hobbies, attitudes towards political violence, and the importance of national identity (Williamson 2019) – has been shown to be effective in improving intergroup attitudes in the U.S., with less consistent effects on policy views. In others studies, interventions that highlight the economic benefits of immigration have shifted policy attitudes by showing that immigrants are hardworking in Europe and the U.S. (Alesina et al. 2018), or by emphasizing the role of immigrants in addressing the workforce challenges faced by an aging population in Japan (Facchini et al. 2016). However, null and negative results were found in Turkey when individuals were exposed to messages emphasizing various benefits (and costs) associated with hosting Syrian refugees (Getmansky et al. 2018). Finally, of these studies, only Grigorieff et al. (2018) and Williamson (2019) investigate the critical question of whether positive effects stem simply from “preaching to the choir,” with both studies finding that effects were stronger among negatively predisposed participants.

In this study, we examine the effect of exposure to personal narratives from members of an immigrant outgroup that aim to address core anxieties among members of the
broader population. Personal narratives are communicative devices typically involving one or more characters, a series of events, and a coherent structure and context (Green & Brock 2000). Such narratives are routinely used by refugee or immigrant advocacy groups in their fundraising materials and on their websites, and occasionally by news outlets in reporting that aims to soften attitudes towards such groups (SI A provides illustrative examples).

Communications scholars have long regarded the personal narrative as an effective strategy for changing real world attitudes and behaviors (Braverman 2008; Green & Brock 2000, 2002; Krause & Rucker 2019), and although mixed findings abound, in many instances personal narratives are more effective than factual information (Braverman 2008; De Wit et al. 2008; Shen et al. 2015). The central idea is that when individuals are cognitively and emotionally immersed or “transported” into others’ experiences and perspectives, they are less likely to counter-argue and are therefore more receptive to persuasion by new information and perspectives (Green & Brock 2000; Nabi & Green 2015; Van Laer et al. 2013). Krause & Rucker (2019), for example, note that personal narratives “can capture attention, evoke emotion, and entrance listeners in a manner that reduces resistance to a message” (p. 1).

Personal narratives are thought to enhance persuasion through several related channels (Busselle & Bilandzic 2009). Audiences tend to give speakers relating personal experiences and perspectives added benefit of the doubt and, in some cases, may passively adopt their viewpoints (Krakow et al. 2018). It is difficult to discount or reject someone’s personal experiences (Chung & Slater 2013). Immersion in a personal narrative is also thought shift cognitive processing away from message-countering thoughts, because such thoughts lower the utility from engaging with the narrative (De Wit et al. 2008; Krakow et al. 2018). Thus, in one particularly relevant example, Wojcieszak & Kim (2016) find that, following a news article on illegal immigration, an additional commentator comment in narrative form caused greater self-reported immersion in the news article.
relative to a factual comment.

Further, personal narratives may reduce negative backlash by evoking empathy toward the speaker through perspective-taking (Busselle & Bilandzic 2009; Nabi & Green 2015). Several recent studies in political science have shown perspective-taking exercises (e.g., imagining losing one’s home, what one would bring, where one would go, etc) to be effective in improving attitudes or behaviors toward immigrant outgroups, in Hungary (Simonovits et al. 2018) and the US (Adida et al. 2018). Relatedly, Hartman & Morse (2018) suggest that inducing perspective-taking and empathy through survey questions evoking past vulnerability to civil war violence increased positive sentiments towards immigrant outgroups in Liberia.

For these reasons, personal narratives may be effective in contexts where motivated reasoning might otherwise lead individuals to reject or dismiss new information that runs counter to prior belief. Consistent with this idea, transport theory is often invoked as the foundation for a wide range of “edutainment” endeavors, where persuasive messages are embedded in dramatic narratives broadcast over mass media (see review in Grady et al. (2019)). While edutainment initially focused on children’s learning, it has also been widely used for public health messaging, and post-conflict reconstruction aimed at adults. Promisingly, one edutainment study found that priming a well-known peace and reconciliation edutainment-style radio narrative (conducting the interview in the voice of a character) mitigated negative intergroup attitudes in the aftermath of civil war and genocide (Bilali & Vollhardt 2013). The idea of immersion and transport has also emerged in research studying interpersonal contact as a possible reason why interpersonal contact that involves exchange of personal experiences with an issue is more effective (Kalla & Broockman 2020).\(^7\)

\(^7\)In a novel study, the authors examine the ability of interpersonal contact to reducing negative stereotyping in door-to-door canvassing in the US regarding transgender individuals and illegal immigrants. They find standard canvassing practices (e.g., correcting factual misinformation, persuasive argumentation, and perspective-taking) only work when canvassers and residents additionally add an exchange of personal experiences coupled with canvassers employing active non-judgmental listening skills to residents’ stories.
Yet, there are reasons why listening to someone’s personal narrative may not be effective at countering negative political attitudes on controversial issues (like immigration). First, most previous research on listening to personal narratives in the communications field focuses on uncontentious topics that are unlikely to generate biased information processing, such as motivated reasoning (Wojcieszak & Kim 2016). When individuals have strong negative predispositions towards an outgroup, they may resist immersion and perspective-taking, limiting the potential for attitudinal change (Bilali & Vollhardt 2013). Similarly, while edutainment is thought to be effective when messages help facilitate pre-existing goals, as with public health interventions, it is thought to be less effective when they do not, as may be the case with interventions aimed at improving intergroup relations (Grady et al. 2019).

Second, even if personal narratives succeed in increasing acceptance of the narrator’s perspective, they may fail to move attitudes (Wojcieszak & Kim 2016). Rather than change personal attitudes, they may only change beliefs about social norms - beliefs about others’ attitudes (Paluck 2009). Moreover, Feldman et al. (2020) caution that empathy can also bump up against cognitive biases: individuals can “down-regulate” their empathy towards groups they dislike when confronted with their experiences.

Finally, we may observe heterogeneity in the effectiveness of personal narratives: they may work only among those with higher underlying levels of emotional empathy that allow for greater immersion (Busselle & Bilandzic 2009). In related studies of fictional TV dramas, only those with a higher baseline level of empathy experienced attitudinal change consistent with the TV story (Mutz & Nir 2010).

The present study extends the literature by asking three specific questions: Are personal narratives an effective strategy for reducing negative views toward immigrant out-

---

8The authors find that the addition of a personal narrative comment after a news story was no more effective than a factual commentator comment in changing attitudes toward immigrants. However, because the study did not have a control group, we cannot know whether attitudes were changed from baseline. The null findings relative to the factual comment may have also occurred because (a) the treatment was too limited and not a “true narrative,” and/or (b) respondents were only assigned to counter-attitudinal messages, which is a hard test.
groups? Can they affect both intergroup and policy attitudes? And, do they affect only those more positively predisposed, or also those with greater baseline opposition toward immigrant outgroups?

**Somalis in Kenya**

Kenya is an important context for studying attitudes towards immigrant outgroups. Due to multiple conflicts in nearby countries, Kenya hosts one of the world’s largest refugee populations at roughly a half a million refugees (UNHCR (2018)). Ongoing violence, environmental disaster, and state collapse in neighboring Somalia since the late-1980s has fueled a protracted refugee crisis for over three decades. Currently, the largest share of refugees in Kenya (about 55%) are from Somalia. Many live in the Dadaab refugee camp, which counted as the largest in the world at its peak in 2011 with over 500,000 inhabitants, and is currently ranked the third largest. Many also reside in Nairobi’s Eastleigh neighborhood, an area that has become synonymous with Somalis.

The Somali community also includes more than two million longtime citizens, making up roughly 6% of the population. As in other parts of Africa where colonial borders split ethnic communities, borders drawn by the British divided traditionally-Somali territory into present-day Somalia, Kenya, and Ethiopia (Khadiagala 2010). These borders remained after independence, engendering irredentist movements seeking to unite the Somali population, including a violent insurgency in Kenya’s Northeastern Province, where Kenyan Somalis predominate (Thompson 2015). Since the 1960s, the Kenyan government has employed an array of heavy-handed tactics to suppress separatist efforts in the area (Lochery 2012).

Regardless of citizenship status, Somalis in Kenya have been commonly viewed collectively as an immigrant outgroup – a foreign population that holds an ambiguous place in the Kenyan nation (Lochery 2012; Otunnu 1992; Scharrer 2018). As the opening quote of this paper illustrates, Somalis are subject to discrimination by non-Somali Kenyans, po-
lice brutality, and marginalization by state officials (Weitzberg 2017). Most other Kenyans have little contact with Somalis, due to spatial segregation at the national level and within Nairobi (IRC 2018). Economic tensions have emerged periodically over access to territory for herding in northern Kenya and the growing role of the Somali commercial diaspora in Nairobi (Carrier & Lochery 2013). Differences in religion also distinguish the Somali community: while Somalis are overwhelmingly Muslim (99%), most other Kenyans are Christian (90%). More recently, tensions have been greatly exacerbated by the rise of Al-Shabaab, a Somalia-based Islamist insurgent group, which has committed an estimated 297 separate attacks in Kenya with a fatality count of 1,025 since 2012. High-profile attacks include the Nairobi Westgate Mall in 2013, Garissa University College in 2015, and Nairobi’s Dusit luxury hotel in 2019.

Public statements by Kenya’s top political leaders have linked the terrorist threat to the local Somali community (IRC 2018). Government officials have repeatedly claimed that Al-Shabaab recruits from refugee camps and other Somali areas, portraying these populations as a threat to national security. Citing these security concerns, the government passed legislation in 2016 to shut the Dadaab refugee camp and expel Somalis from the country. Though the courts subsequently overturned the legislation, the government again announced plans to close Dadaab in 2019. Public opinion surveys conducted over the last decade find considerable opposition toward Somalis in Kenya and high levels of support for shutting Dadaab, likely due to negative media portrayals and the public views expressed by government officials (IRC 2018).

To examine the predominant frames employed in public dialogue regarding the Somali community in Kenya, we conducted an original content analysis of newspaper articles in Kenya’s leading newspaper, The Daily Nation, for the 12 months prior to fieldwork (see details in SI B). A keyword search on the stem “Somali-” yielded a sample of 838 articles in Kenya’s leading newspaper, The Daily Nation, for the 12 months prior to fieldwork (see details in SI B). A keyword search on the stem “Somali-” yielded a sample of 838.

9Afrobarometer 2013 survey (Round 6, n=2,397)
10Such attacks are purportedly committed in retaliation for Kenya’s military intervention in southern Somalia that began in 2011. Data on Al-Shabaab’s attacks in Kenya are from the Armed Conflict Location and Event Data Project (ACLED).
Figure 1: Media Portrayal of Somalis and Somalia in Kenya

Notes: Figure shows the main themes mentioned in coverage of Somalis and Somalia in Kenya’s leading newspaper, The Nation, in the 12 months prior to the study. Bars do not total to 100% because categories are non-exclusive.

Articles. Security threat appears to be the most salient frame in public discourse about Somalis in Kenya. As shown in Figure 1(a), an overwhelming majority (76%) of articles referencing the Somali community mentioned violence and insecurity (and of those, a large share (82%) mentioned terrorism and terrorist organizations), with much less attention to economic, cultural, or other topics. This general pattern persists when we break down the results by mentions of Somali refugees/immigrants (Figure 1(b)), Somali Kenyans, that is, citizens of Kenya (Figure 1(c)), and Somalis outside Kenya or Somalia the country (Figure 1(d)). Articles often included quotes from the highest levels of government linking Somalis with security threat. For example, one article quotes President Uhuru Kenyatta as saying “Dadaab has become a protracted situation, characterized by hopelessness ... that allows terrorist operatives to exploit it for their operational efforts.”

Research Design

To examine whether pre-recorded personal narratives offer an effective strategy for reducing negative intergroup and policy attitudes toward immigrant outgroups, we fielded a representative sample public opinion survey in Nairobi (n=1,112) on June 6-19, 2017 in which we randomly assigned survey respondents to listen to one of the two audio recordings or to no recording.\(^\text{12}\) Sampling details, descriptive statistics, and balance checks are provided in SI D.

To develop the narratives, we began by holding a series of informal meetings and interviews with members of the Somali community – both refugees and Kenyan citizens – in Nairobi’s Eastleigh neighborhood (see SI C for details). These conversations were crucial for gaining an understanding of the types of messages Somalis thought might reduce discrimination against them among the broader Kenyan population and that were missing from the national discourse. To draft and record audio scripts for two narratives, we then collaborated with leaders from Eastleighwood, a local advocacy organization that creates TV and film content designed to bridge divisions between Somalis and non-Somali Kenyans.

By engaging members of the Somali community in crafting the scripts, we join others in emphasizing the value of directly involving local communities in research.\(^\text{13}\) Neglecting to involve local communities can reinforce implicit hierarchies between the research team and the subjects of the study, and may lead researchers to opt for interventions that are attractive for analytic reasons (e.g., to maximize control) but that do not reflect local contexts or priorities. Involving local communities at the design stage is especially important for experimental studies that seek to inform policy debates (Sheely 2016). Moreover, involving local communities produces more contextually-grounded interventions, improving ecological validity, and thus, the potential power of the treatment to alter out-

\(^{12}\) A pre-analysis plan was pre-registered at (redacted) prior the conducting any analysis of the data.\(^{13}\) See Michelitch (2018) for a symposium and Kapiszewski et al. (2015) for an extended discussion of the “trade-offs” associated with collaborative research.
comes (Thachil 2018). This approach yielded complex treatments that do not allow us to hold constant specific elements across the two scripts. As a result, we are unable to directly compare the results of each treatment relative to the other, or to isolate the effects of specific components of the scripts. Future research should employ more controlled tests of particular treatment elements (see conclusion).

The collaboration with members of the Somali community generated two personal narratives aimed at addressing distinct outcomes. In particular, the concerns expressed by members of the Somali community tended to differ between recent refugees and long-term citizens. The first narrative reflects the experience of refugees fleeing violence in Somalia, highlighting the reasons for leaving Somalia, the challenges faced in Kenya, and gratitude to the Kenyan nation for safe refuge. The second narrative reflects concerns voiced by longtime citizens about the perception that Somalis in Kenya support groups like Al-Shabaab and seeks to dispel such views by communicating shared opposition to terrorism.

These treatments likely convey information and sentiments that are novel to most non-Somali Kenyans, the target of the intervention. Further newspaper content analysis found that only 3.3% of articles mentioned refugee hardships and only 0.9% mentioned unity against terrorism. The infrequent media coverage of the treatment themes bolsters our expectation that they might plausibly shift public sentiments, since they do not overlap with information or views routinely encountered in mass media. Our survey data also show that non-Somali Kenyans have relatively little direct contact with Somalis: 85% report that they have seldom or never spoken with a Somali refugee in the past year, with 57% having seldom or never had a conversation with a Somali Kenyan in the same time period.
Treatment 1: Refugee Hardship Narrative

Treatment 1 (T1), the refugee hardship narrative, describes experiences and sentiments common to Somali refugees through the lens of one person’s journey (Figure 2). In a context where refugees are often portrayed in collective terms, the biographical nature of T1 provides a human face to the refugee crisis and encourages the listener to appreciate the challenges refugees commonly encounter.

Figure 2: Treatment 1 – Refugee Hardship Narrative

Intro (read by enumerator): Now I will ask you to listen to a message recorded by a Somali refugee living in Eastleigh. After the recording, I will ask you some questions about your views

Recording: Many Somali refugees, like my family, have come to Kenya since the civil war broke out in Somalia over twenty-five years ago. We are originally from Kismayo where my father was a businessman and my mother owned a small shop. We came to Kenya when I was a baby fleeing the violence of the civil war. We had to leave behind many of our possessions and journey several days from Kismayo to the border. My parents walked and took lorries until they reached Dadaab refugee camp.

We stayed in the camp for around three years before moving to my grandfather’s place in Wajir. We had only tents to live in and we depended completely on relief for food and the three goats my father was given for milk. It was very crowded, with children everywhere. I remember sometimes if it got dark, we would just sleep where we were. These conditions were not perfect, but we were appreciative of the ability to play like kids without fear of being killed. Life in Dadaab was much better than back in Somalia. My family, like most refugees, is very grateful for Kenya’s warm welcome.

Recently, the government of Kenya has announced plans to close Dadaab refugee camp, where hundreds of thousands of Somalis live. I do understand the argument of the Kenyan government, but I do not think it is safe for the refugees to be forced back to Somalia. The situation is still not safe. When it is safe, many Somali refugees in Kenya would gladly return to a peaceful Somalia. Right now the refugees, like me, are just thankful for the safety Kenya has provided to them.

Outcome measures, listed in Table 1, include questions that probe general group affect and policy attitudes regarding ongoing refugee issues that emerged from our media analysis. Similar to related studies, the measure of general affect is based on a question that asks how close respondents feel to Somalis. Policy attitudes include: (1) government spending on refugees, (2) support for building a border wall, (3) the percentage of
refugees that should be granted citizenship, and (4) support for shutting the main refugee camp (Dadaab) and repatriating refugees. Of particular interest is whether the narrative has an effect across many policy areas, or whether effects are confined to the main issue area discussed in the treatment, closing Dadaab. Outcome variables are rescaled, as necessary, to range from 0 to 1 with higher values indicating more favorable attitudes toward refugees and policies that would benefit them. We create an index, also ranging from 0 to 1, that is the average of the non-missing values for the five items.\textsuperscript{14}

Table 1: Outcome Measures – T1: Refugee Hardship Narrative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closeness</strong></td>
<td>How close do you feel to Somalis? 0 means not very close, 5 means in the middle, and 10 means very close.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spending too low</strong></td>
<td>In your view, does the government spend too much, too little, or the right amount of money on helping Somali refugees, or haven’t you heard enough to say? Recoded to dichotomous variable: 1 = gov’t spends too little; 0 otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oppose wall</strong></td>
<td>How much do you support the current proposed government initiative to build a wall on the border with Somalia to decrease the ability for Somali citizens to enter Kenya? For this, 0 means not at all, 5 means in the middle, and 10 means very much. [Reverse scale]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent citizens</strong></td>
<td>Out of every 10 Somali refugees in Kenya now, how many should be allowed to become Kenyan citizens?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keep Dadaab</strong></td>
<td>In your view, should the government shut down the Dadaab refugee camp and force the refugees to return to Somalia? [0=yes, 1=no]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T1 index</strong></td>
<td>Average of non-missing values for all items.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows mean values for respondents in the control and T1 in panel (A) and estimated treatment effects in panel (B) with full regression results in SI E. Panel (A) shows that attitudes on most outcome measures are relatively unfavorable at baseline, both with regard to general affect and support for pro-refugee policies. Among respondents in the

\textsuperscript{14}Results are robust to using listwise deletion to create indices for both T1 and T2 (available in replication file).
control condition, affect was low at an average of a 3 on the 10 point scale. Less than half support keeping Dadaab open (45%), and on average, favored granting citizenship rights to only three of every 10 Somali refugees. Only about a fifth (20%) of control respondents believe that spending on refugee assistance is too low, and less than half oppose building a wall on the Somali border (41%).

We observe in Panel (B) a positive statistically significant effect on the composite index and three of the five individual outcome measures. Listening to the refugee hardship narrative increased affect toward Somalis, as shown by the results for Closeness, by 5 percentage points. The narrative increased support for keeping the main refugee camp open rather than repatriating refugees back to Somalia by 16 points. This effect is particularly striking given that, as noted above, high-level government officials – including the resident and vice president – publicly called for its closure in the year prior to the survey, routinely linking the camp to Al-Shabaab recruitment and terrorist attacks in Kenya.

Interestingly, the treatment increased support for granting citizenship status to a larger share of refugees by 7 points. The citizenship status of refugees in Kenya has been an issue of historical importance for several decades, and is of increasing importance given that some refugee families have now been present in the camps for multiple generations. The observed effect on citizenship, which is not directly referenced in the narrative, suggests that the treatment “spilled over” to a highly-related issue area.

We find no significant effect on the other two policy issues: perceptions of government spending and the border wall. Like citizenship, these policies are not specifically mentioned in the treatment, suggesting that there may be limits to “spill over” for issues that are less directly related to the treatment’s message. Yet, it is also possible that the treatment did not affect these attitudes for more nuanced reasons related to the policy issues at hand. The null result for government spending may be due to the fact that the bulk of refugee funding comes from the international community rather than the government, or to the common sentiment that Kenya does more than its fair share compared to
Figure 3: Effects of T1 – Refugee Hardship Narrative

Notes: Figure shows predicted values and estimated treatment effects based on OLS models with robust standard errors. Treatment effects in (B) are shown with 95% (thin line) and 90% (thick line) confidence intervals.

other countries in hosting refugees (IRC 2018). Alternatively, views on government funding could be unaffected because the speaker indicates that things are hard but still better; a narrative emphasizing persistent hardships in the camp and need for greater funding might evoke a stronger reaction among listeners. The null effects on the border wall may reflect the view that the border wall would offer no positive benefit for current refugees – those featured in the treatment. Further, we note that all press coverage of the wall included public criticism of corruption scandals and a lack of progress that have plagued the wall’s construction.
Treatment 2: Anti-Terror Narrative

Treatment 2 (T2), the anti-terror narrative, is shown in Figure 4. Notably, this script emphasizes a superordinate national identity, stressing that opposition to violent extremism is common across religious faith communities in Kenya. Prior research suggests that priming superordinate identities can reduce intergroup bias, including in African contexts where national identity is often weak (Bleck & Michelitch 2017; Gaertner et al. 2000; Robinson 2016). It is also noteworthy that the script frames the “bridging” message in terms of religion, rather than ethnicity. While Somalis are distinct both with regard to ethnicity and religion from most non-Somali Kenyans, the links to terrorism are often understood in religious, not ethnic, terms. Moreover, given Kenya’s high-level of ethnic diversity, cultural and linguistic differences are commonplace, and perhaps less relevant than religious differences, which are not. Finally, relative to T1, T2 is less biographic in nature, instead conveying the speaker’s personal perspectives in the narrative.

The outcome measures, shown in Table 2, include a range of intergroup and policy attitudes. Intergroup perceptions include (1) group affect (using the same measure employed for T1), as well as (2) beliefs about Somalis as violent or peaceful, (3) beliefs about Somalis as nationalist versus tribalist, and (4) perceptions of support for terrorist groups. These outcome measures are designed to reflect the specific content of T2 and the policy themes observed in our analysis of media portrayals of the Somali community. Policy-oriented questions probe views about inclusion of Somalis in the Kenyan nation, specifically: (5) whether Somali Kenyans should be forced to leave Kenya, and (6) whether Kenya would be better off without Northeastern Province. Debates about the place of Somalis in the Kenyan nation and the status of Northeastern Province have been sources of reoccurring tension since before independence in 1963, as noted earlier. These policy issues are not directly addressed in the narrative, though they are related to basic questions about inter-communal relations between Somalis and others in Kenya. As with the outcome measures for T1, we rescale all items to range from 0 to 1, with higher values indicat-
**Intro (read by enumerator):** Now I will ask you to listen to a message recorded by a Kenyan Somali Muslim living in Eastleigh. After the recording, I will ask you some questions about your views.

**Recording:** Kenya is a country of peace and harmony as well as diversity. Islam and Christianity are both peaceful religions founded on love and respect for religious diversity. It is a country where Christians and Muslims work together to build a better future for everyone. Right now, we are facing a common enemy – Al Shabaab – who is not only killing people in Kenya, but also trying to turn Christian neighbor against Muslim neighbor. They are threatening to destroy our diverse communities that live together in peace.

As a Kenyan Somali, I am supportive of peace, but many suspect that we sympathize with al Shabaab just because we are Somali. That is not true. Al Shabaab is an enemy who wants to make us enemies based on differences in ethnicity and religion. We must not allow al Shabaab to divide us. We must be united in the fight against violent extremism. We must not allow violent extremists to turn Muslim against Christian or Christian against Muslim in Kenya. We must not allow people to view all Somalis as terrorists.

I desire the same Kenya as every other Kenyan citizen. I don’t want division, hatred, violence and disorder. I want love, wisdom, compassion for one another, and a feeling of hope and justice to all those who still suffer within our country, Christian or Muslim. We need to stand together against terrorism. I stand with my Christian friends in rejecting terrorism wherever it occurs. I rejoice with all Kenyans when a terror attack is stopped before it can occur. Kenya is rising. As we rise and shine, let us make sure we leave no one behind. We must rise as one indivisible nation.

Mean values in Figure 5 (A) show that baseline attitudes are fairly negative (see SI E for regression results). Affect and peacefulness were low at an average of a 3 and a 4, respectively, on a 10 point scale. A majority (58%) of respondents in the control condition believe that Somalis oppose terrorism. On the two policy measures, we observe only moderate support for the view that Somalis should remain in Kenya: although 58% of respondents in the control condition believe that Somalis should remain, more than a third (42%) support their expulsion.\(^{15}\) The data show strong support for the idea that Kenya is better off with Northeastern Province, likely because even those who might

\(^{15}\)Of equal concern, a follow-up question reveals that among those in the control condition who expressed support for Somalis leaving Kenya, a substantial share (39%) registered support for forcing Somalis to leave even if they chose not to do so voluntarily.
Table 2: Outcome Measures – T2: Anti-Terror Narrative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closeness</td>
<td>How close do you feel to Somalis? 0 means not very close, 5 means in the middle, and 10 means very close.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaceful</td>
<td>Would you describe Somalis as peaceful or violent? For this, 0 means very peaceful, 5 means in the middle, and 10 means very violent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppose terrorism</td>
<td>In your opinion, how many Somalis in Nairobi support Islamic extremists like Al Shabaab? [0=all, 1=many, 2=some, 3=a few, 4=none]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationalist</td>
<td>Would you describe Somalis as nationalist, caring about all Kenyans, or tribalist, caring only about their own tribe? For this, 0 means very nationalist, 5 means in the middle, and 10 means very tribalist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remain in Kenya</td>
<td>In your view, should Kenyan Somalis leave Kenya and go to Somalia?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better w/Northeastern</td>
<td>Do you think Kenya would be better off without the Northeastern Province?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 Index</td>
<td>Average of non-missing values for all items.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

favor expelling Somalis would not support territorial concessions.

Estimated treatment effects in Figure 5(B) show that the anti-terror narrative had positive effects across all outcome measures and the composite index, significant at the p < .05 level or better for all items save for Better w/Northeastern which is significant at p < .10. The treatment improved general affect as measured by Closeness by 9 percentage points, relative to .29 at baseline. The treatment altered scores on the three perceptions measures, increasing views of Somalis as peaceful (by 10 points, relative to .38 at baseline), the belief that Somalis oppose terrorism (by 4 points, relative to .58 at baseline), and the view of Somalis as nationalists rather than “tribalists” (by 9 points, relative to .33 at baseline). Given the low to moderate values on these indicators at baseline and the routine linkage between in Somalis and terrorism in the Kenyan media, these changes represent substantively meaningful improvements.

We also observe positive effects on the two policy outcomes. The treatment increased
the view that Somali Kenyans should remain in Kenya by 14 percentage points. This finding is particularly compelling, indicating that personal communication designed to dispel notions that Somalis pose a security threat can meaningfully counter views that the community does not belong in Kenya. T2 also increased the share of respondents reporting that Kenya is better off with Northeastern Province as part of the county by 6 points, relative to .76 in the control – a striking finding given the high mean value at baseline and the possibility that ceiling effects might limit the potential for change on this outcome.

Figure 5: Effects of T2 – Anti-Terror Narrative

Notes: Figure shows mean values and estimated treatment effects based on OLS models with robust standard errors (full regression results in SI E). Treatment effects in (B) are shown with 95% (thin line) and 90% (thick line) confidence intervals.
Robustness Tests

In the above analyses, we find that two distinct personal narratives reduce negative sentiments, not only toward an immigrant outgroup, but also toward ongoing policy debates that affect members of the group. We consider two common threats to causal inference in survey experiments and conduct a series of robustness checks to allay potential concerns (see SI F for results). First, it is possible that the treatments activate social desirability concerns, making respondents less willing to express negative views of the Somali community, rather than altering attitudes and policy views. We doubt this explanation for the simple reason that respondents – including those treatment groups – do not appear to be inhibited in expressing negative beliefs about Somalis or voicing support for policies that would negatively affect the Somali community, including the forced expulsion of group members.

Nonetheless, to address concerns about this type of bias, we conduct three tests. First, we show that the treatment effects are robust to dropping interviews in which bystanders were present (37% of the sample), and that the treatment effects are not systematically conditioned by bystander presence (SI F.1). If we found that outcome responses were consistently correlated with the presence of bystanders, or only found treatment effects (or larger effects) among interviews with bystanders, we might suspect that social desirability bias is driving the results. Second, we speculate that respondents might be less comfortable expressing negative sentiments toward any outgroup in the presence of a non-co-ethnic interviewer (Adida et al. 2016). We find, however, that enumerator ethnicity is unrelated to the outcome variables and does not systematically condition the treatment effects (SI F.2). Third, we draw on a battery of questions to gauge respondents’ beliefs about the undesirability of expressing negative views of various ethnic groups,

\[16\] Results are also robust to standard quality control checks for survey research – i.e., dropping observations in which respondents were rated by enumerators being uninterested or as having difficulty answering questions (see replication file).
political parties, and prominent figures in Kenya. Here too we find that treatment effects are no different among those with high versus low perceptions of social desirability pressures (SI F.3). Collectively these results suggest that the study’s main findings are not attributable to social desirability bias.

A second concern relates to interviewer demand effects, whereby participants in survey experiments may “infer the response researchers expect and behave in line with these expectations” (Mummolo & Peterson 2019, p. 517). While this concern is more relevant to participants with extensive prior survey experience and who have incentives to please researchers to enable further participation (not the case in our sample), it is still worth discussing why we do not believe such a concern is driving our results. We reason that if respondents who were exposed to the personal narratives felt compelled to report positive attitudes toward Somalis in order to please the enumerators, we would observe consistently positive responses among the treated. However, on most outcome items, mean responses among treated participants were at the lower end of the attitudinal scales – they were simply less negative than in the control group. Further, if people felt compelled to give the “correct answer,” one would expect to see that the treatments shift every attitudinal outcome relative to the control. Yet, we observe variation across outcomes; as noted, we find that T1 did not affect views about government spending on refugees or opposition to the border wall. Finally, it is worth noting that all respondents answered a large battery of common questions about Somalis prior to the survey experiment, suggesting that the narratives likely did not differentially alert those in the treatment condition to the nature of the study.

17The questions asked respondents to “suppose that someone said [statement]. Would your neighbors be very offended, somewhat offended, a little offended, or not at all offended?” Respondents heard a battery of negative statements about different groups in Kenya, including Somalis and Muslims. These questions were placed at the end of the survey in order to avoid evoking self-censorship earlier in the survey. Given that the measures are post-treatment, we additionally show that responses are unaffected by treatment assignment (see SI F.3).

18Demand effects are more concerning for field or lab experiments. Mummolo & Peterson (2019) note that for most survey experiments, it is unclear why respondents would have incentives to assist researchers. Moreover, because random assignment is typically between, not within, subjects, it would be difficult for respondents to guess treatment assignment and researcher hypotheses.
Do Personal Narratives Affect the Most Resistant?

The final set of analyses investigates whether the personal narratives affect only those already favorably disposed toward the immigrant outgroup (as found in Adida et al. (2018)) or also those who hold less positive baseline attitudes (as in Grigorieff et al. (2018) and Williamson (2019)). Exploring heterogeneity is important for both theoretical and practical reasons. Theoretically, we are interested in understanding whether prior dispositions constrain attitudinal shifts. The literature suggests competing ex ante expectations for whether and how prior predispositions should matter in the context of our treatments. On the one hand, those who are favorably predisposed may be more receptive to the narratives, resulting in positive effects, while those with negative predispositions will be more inclined to reject or dismiss the information, producing more modest or null effects. This view is developed in a number of studies that find null or limited results from informational interventions (e.g., Hopkins et al. (2019)). On the other hand, if transport theory is correct, personal narratives may be able to reduce motivated reasoning among the negatively predisposed, and treatment effects may be as large or larger among the negatively disposed given that they have more “room to grow.” By contrast, we might observe limited effects among the positively predisposed if the narratives simply reinforce existing views.

Beyond these theoretical questions, the exploration of conditional effects also has practical policy importance. Organizations that advocate on behalf of immigrant outgroups seek to target those with negative predispositions. Advocacy groups routinely endeavor to raise awareness of the plight faced by refugees and immigrants, and to increase public support for national policies that aid them. Moreover, in the specific context of our study, the Somali respondents we interviewed in Nairobi to develop the scripts expressed an explicit desire to counter negative views. It is important therefore to know whether personal narratives can alter perceptions among those who hold less positive initial attitudes.

To examine conditional effects among those who hold more/less favorable views of
Somalis, we employ four potential moderators that reflect the predominant explanations for opposition to refugees and immigrants in the literature. The variables are listed in Table 3.\(^{19}\) *Security threat* is measured with an implicit association test (IAT) conducted with respondents prior to the main survey. The IAT has been used to assess implicit associations for out-groups in psychology and political science research, including for immigrant outgroups (Pérez 2010), although we are among the first to employ the technique in an African context and have adapted it in ways described in SI G (see also Lowes et al. (2015)). Our implementation measures implicit views of Somalis as “peaceful” versus “violent.” We opt for an implicit measure because the outcomes used for T2 include two explicit questions that probe beliefs about whether Somalis support violent extremism. *Labor market threat* is measured with a question that examines beliefs about whether Somalis take jobs from Kenyan citizens in Nairobi.\(^{20}\) *Cultural threat* is measured with a question that probes beliefs about religious dissimilarity between Muslims and Christians. *Contact* is measured with two questions that ask respondents how often they have interacted with “Somali refugees” and “Somali Kenyans” in the past year; we employ these measures as moderators for T1 and T2 respectively (which are positively correlated). The four moderators are only weakly correlated, suggesting that they are not merely reflections of a single underlying orientation (see SI H).

All four moderators are associated with views of the Somali community in the expected way: respondents who associate Somalis with violence, view them as reducing employment prospects, believe there is little in common, and interact with them less frequently hold less favorable views and are less supportive of policies that would benefit Somalis (see SI H). To visualize effects succinctly for the reader, we dichotomize each moderator into low (below the median for each item) and high (median and above) values and interact the models with the composite indices for each treatment. We refer the reader

\(^{19}\)The replication file shows results for additional demographic moderators listed in the pre-analysis plan as “exploratory” analyses.

\(^{20}\)The question refers to “Somali refugees,” and we do not have a parallel question for Somali Kenyans due to survey repetition and space. We therefore employ this measure for both treatments.
to SI H which lists results for each outcome and continuous versions of the moderators.

Table 3: Moderating Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderate Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Security threat</td>
<td>Implicit Association Test (IAT) with “peaceful” and “violent” as the target words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor market threat</td>
<td>In your view, how much are Somali refugees reducing the employment prospects of Kenyan citizens here in Nairobi? For this, 0 means not at all, 5 means in the middle, and 10 means very much.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural threat</td>
<td>From what you know, do you think that the Muslim religion and the Christian religion have a lot in common, some things in common, a little in common, or nothing in common?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>How often did you have a conversation with a [Somali refugee / Kenyan Somali] in the last year?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 presents results on the composite outcome indices for T1 and T2 described above. The results indicate that the positive effects of the narratives are not confined narrowly to respondents who initially held more positive attitudes toward the Somali community. The effects of each treatment are in most instances as large or larger among respondents who have less contact and perceive greater security, economic or cultural threats.

For the refugee hardship narrative (T1), positive effects on the composite index are significant only for those less positively disposed at baseline on most moderators (results are fairly consistent across individual outcomes). The one exception is security threat, where we find positive and significant effects in the composite index among those who perceive Somalis as less threatening. However, examining the individual outcomes (see Figure 2 SI H), we see that we observe positive and significant effects among those who associate Somalis with high security threat on support for keeping Dadaab refugee camp open - the main policy outcome related to the treatment.

For the anti-terror narrative (T2), positive effects are observed among both those positively and negatively disposed. The larger effects for T2 relative to T1 among those who
view Somalis as a security threat raise the possibility that treatments that directly address security fears among host-country nationals (here, T2) may be more effective than those that do not (here, T1).

Figure 6: Treatment Effects Conditional on Baseline Attitudes

Notes: Figures show treatment effects for the Refugee Hardship Narrative (T1) and the Anti-terror Narrative (T2) relative to the control condition, based on OLS models that interact each treatment with dichotomized versions of the moderating variables described in Table 3. High and low values for moderators are defined as below the median (low) and median and above (high). Estimates are shown with 95% (thick line) and 90% (thin line) confidence intervals.

Yet, given that the treatments are distinct in multiple ways, we do not wish to argue for a definitive explanation for why T2 more consistently produced positive effects. In addition to directly addressing the security threat head on, one plausible explanation is that T2 may provide more novel information for both the positively and negatively predisposed. Given that the refugees crisis has been ongoing for three decades, those who
are positively predisposed are likely to have considered that refugees are fleeing violence and facing hardships. However, given the more recent nature of Al-Shabaab’s activities in Kenya and emotional intensity around the attacks in Nairobi, even the positively predisposed may have little exposure to Somali perspectives about religion and terrorism.

Conclusion

This study draws on transport theory to investigate the power of personal narratives from immigrant outgroup members to combat xenophobic intergroup and policy attitudes. Listening to pre-recorded personal narratives from members of the Somali community in Kenya caused a statistically and substantively significant positive effect on a range of beliefs and policy attitudes within the target population. Moreover, the interventions generally worked equally well or better among respondents who were more negatively predisposed towards the immigrant outgroup based on higher perceived security, economic, and cultural threat, as well as lower contact. These findings are consistent with one of the main tenets of transport theory, namely, that cognitive and emotional immersion in narratives reduces the tendency to dismiss or counter-argue against information that conflicts with prior views.

These results provide a springboard for further investigating the power of personal narratives as an informational intervention that may be relevant to a variety of contexts and issue areas. Given that informational interventions – particularly those that provide corrective information – often produce null or limited effects on attitudes toward immigrant outgroups, personal narratives may represent an especially attractive approach. Moreover, in light of the number of null results from information experiments more broadly, these findings are also promising in the context of the growing cri de coeur that political scientists have not sufficiently delineated the conditions under which exposure to information leads to attitudinal change (Hopkins et al. 2019).
We suggest three promising directions for future research:

- Under what conditions are personal narratives more effective than facts or statistics in head-to-head tests regarding controversial political issues? Under what conditions does adding facts and statistics enhance the power of the personal narrative? Does the issue area (e.g., economic, cultural, security issues) matter?

- Does the speaker’s identity affect the power of the personal narrative? For example, in the context of intergroup relations, are narratives from an ingroup member more powerful than those from an outgroup member? Do effectiveness vary for speakers from various outgroups in systematic ways?

- How can personal narratives be made most effective? For example, does biographical information enhance effectiveness, since it might be harder to reject someone’s personal experience versus their perspective regarding their group as a whole? Do they work better if they ignore versus directly name and address contentions? Do they work less well when embedded in news programing where individuals may “tune out” — especially those less interested in the topic?

Finally, these findings bode well for policymakers and advocacy groups aimed at reducing xenophobia or other negative intergroup attitudes and behaviors, since listening to personal narratives is low-cost and scalable relative to interventions that are more cognitively or emotionally demanding (e.g., perspective taking exercises (Adida et al. 2018; Simonovits et al. 2018)) and/or require in-person contact (e.g., canvassing or a skills course (Kalla & Broockman 2020; Scacco & Warren 2018)). It will be important to understand “dosage” and effect duration as a priority. These findings will, we hope, serve as

---

21 Perspective-taking interventions are also relatively low-cost and scalable. However, outside a research setting, individuals may only select into doing the cognitive and emotional effort involved in the exercises if they are very positively predisposed toward immigrant outgroups. By contrast, listening to personal narratives over mass media (e.g., consuming news or an ad on the radio) requires relatively less cognitive and emotional effort and may therefore be less subject to selection. We say relatively because of course people do select their news channel and they do selectively apply their attention based on interest.

22 Promisingly, Global North studies able to leverage online panel surveys (Facchini et al. 2016; Grigorieff et al. 2018) have shown evidence that effects can last over time.
a launching pad for further policy evaluations of scaled-up versions of this intervention that would include more repeated exposures (e.g., utilizing podcasts or mass media).
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